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One of the top medical schools in Karnataka offers a pocket pinching bond of Rs. 6,00,000 to the medical students if they refuse the compulsory rural service after their graduation. What is even more striking is students often opt for forfeiture of the bond than agree to a secondment in a village! The Ministry of Health, by considering the proposal of compulsory rural internships for students of medicine in 2007, has opened a can of worms. There has been a lack of consensus in the medical fraternity regarding the feasibility of the proposal. Students have constantly resisted the idea as it means extending their course to a term of six years. While on one hand, the State considers the compulsory internship as an instrument to fulfil obligations as a welfare state, medical students protest on, what they feel is a form of conscripted labour. Can the students argue that their rights under Art. 19(1)(g) stand violated by this compulsory form of service or can the State demand rural service in return for a subsidized medical education? This paper tries to present the debate between the medicos and the State against the larger outlay of public health as well as constitutional freedoms. An attempt has been made to evaluate the merits of arguments made on both sides and present an efficacious model reconciling their concerns, in light of the larger issues involved.

I. INTRODUCTION

The rural health sector in India, if not nonexistent, is still at the very least, in shambles. Originally conceived to be an integrated system of providing access to both traditional and modern means of medicine to individuals, it remains nearly sixty decades after independence a hollow promise.1 Its urban counterpart on the other hand, though hardly in the pink of health, has fared relatively better. The urban-rural divide has been the main plank on which many of the policies of the Government to meet rural health needs have been built. Two new schemes, in different stages of development in this regard are: one, the Compulsory Rural Medical Service Scheme (‘CRMS’), where medical students are expected to spend an extra year after their fifth year internship
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working in the rural health sector and two, the Bachelor of Rural Medicine and Surgery (‘BRMS’) where locals are trained in basic medicine for a three to four year period and are expected to meet the essential health needs of their rural area. Interestingly, the medical fraternity has been up in arms against both the schemes.

Regarding the first scheme, the medical students are the most vociferous in their opposition. They heatedly declaim it as being in violation of their rights. They assert that it not only makes an already arduous medical education process lengthier and more complicated, but also ends up giving them a raw deal in the form of temporary postings and not permanent jobs for rural doctors. Moreover, they claim that the scheme would not in any way alleviate the rural health services from its present ignominy, as there are structural deficiencies that needed to be sorted out. Thus, though various states such as Kerala and Maharashtra have passed laws in furtherance of the compulsory rural service system, the strikes and protests are not likely to die out any time soon and the scheme is likely to face judicial scrutiny.

The second scheme has on the other hand drawn harsh criticism from the upper echelons of the medical fraternity with the Indian Medical Association (‘IMA’) labelling it as a process of creating half baked doctors. It would be, its critics argue, legalising quacks and encouraging them to dabble in allopathic treatment with dangerous consequences. It would also be a legal sanction to treat rural and urban patients in a different and discriminatory manner. Others, however, feel that keeping in mind the present scenario, barefoot doctors may be the saving grace of an otherwise hopeless situation. Giving them training and legalising their activities would not only provide for the basic medical needs of the rural people, but would also help to increase the accountability of these practitioners who would otherwise exist outside the ambit of the law. The scheme has been put into effect in states like West Bengal but here too the matter is up for challenge in court.

The judiciary is therefore likely to find its hands full as it tries to make sense of the different demands. On one hand there is the urgent need to provide the right to health to all which is a State duty under Art. 47 and which is furthermore a fundamental right under Art. 21. On the other hand, there is

---

3 Szubha, Barefoot Doctors for India, available at http://www.szubha.com/content/2010/mar/01/barefoot-doctors-for-india/ (Last visited on March 10, 2010). (Barefoot doctors in China are trained farmers who help healthcare reach villages where well qualified doctors will not like to settle down).
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the question of whether there is a proper or appropriate way of delivering this right. It is important when deciding on these issues that a holistic approach is undertaken regarding the same rather than studying the two schemes in isolation. Both the schemes are meant to address, after all, a common malaise and through this paper, we try to analyse the relative merits of the schemes and the line of reasoning that the court is likely to take.

II. RIGHT TO HEALTH

India’s commitment to providing healthcare to its citizens stems not only from its constitutional mandate and progressive interpretation of the duty of the State, ascribed to it by various judicial pronouncements but also from its international commitments. In this part, both the State’s duty to provide health as well as the nature of the right to health available to the people is sought to be highlighted.

A. RIGHT TO HEALTH IN AN INTERNATIONAL CONTEXT

“Health is a state of complete physical, mental and social well-being and not merely the absence of disease or infirmity. The enjoyment of the highest attainable standard of health is one of the fundamental rights of every human being without distinction of race, religion, and political belief, economic or social condition.”

It is of some academic interest to note that it was India’s first prime minister Jawaharlal Nehru who put forward the proposal for the set up of the World Health Organization, the principle organ of the UN responsible for health issues, and which had come up with the definition of health in its inclusive form above. Even though the term ‘health’ was defined, the right to it was not clearly enunciated. The earliest mention of health comes in the United Nations Charter (‘the Charter’) which calls for under Art. 55(b) the promotion of solutions of international economic, social, health, and related problems for stability and well being in the world. Furthermore, under Art. 56, Member

8 United Nations Charter, 1945, Art. 55(b): With a view to the creation of conditions of stability and well-being which are necessary for peaceful and friendly relations among nations based on respect for the principle of equal rights and self-determination of peoples, the United Nations shall promote:
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States pledge to jointly and separately cooperate with the UN to achieve the purposes set forth in Art. 55. It has been pointed out that the Charter does not talk of health in terms of rights but in terms of a problem which needs to be solved in order to achieve well being in the world.

Again, in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, 1948 (‘UDHR’) Art. 34 declared that everyone was entitled to adequate standards of living for the health and well being of self and family including among other essentials medical care. The right to health, however, has not been directly mentioned. The State is not being asked to directly provide essential medical care; instead it talks of placing an individual in a position wherein he would be in a position to achieve the same.

Thus though the Charter and the UDHR did talk of health it was not till the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (‘ICESCR’) that there was any clear recognition of the right of an individual to health. Art. 12(1) provides that the individual has a right to the highest attainable standard of physical and mental health. Furthermore, Art. 12(2) included specific steps that the States would have to base their policy on in order to realize the right to the fullest extent possible which included ensuring of medical services, prevention of epidemics, endemics etc. Firstly, Art. 12(1) injects a degree of practicality to the nature of the right to health. It is the best possible level of health, both physical and mental, that is attainable- a standard which may not perhaps be ideal. The wording of Arts. 12(1) and 12(2) read together is again of interest. On one hand they may be read as being complementary to each other- Art. 12(1) highlighting the individual’s right to health and Art. 12(2) pledging out the State’s duty to provide the same.

—

(b) Solutions of international economic, social, health, and related problems; and international cultural and educational cooperation; and

(c) Universal respect for, and observance of, human rights and fundamental freedoms for all without distinction as to race, sex, language, or religion.

9 Id., Art. 56: All Members pledge themselves to take joint and separate action in co-operation with the Organization for the achievement of the purposes set forth in Art. 55.


11 See Universal Declaration of Human Rights, G.A. Res. 217A, U.N. Doc. A/810 (December 12, 1948) §34.. Preamble, 71-72. (It also provides that vulnerable health populations, such as pregnant women and children, are entitled to special protection).

12 Jamar, supra note 10, 21. (The author provides the example of the individual being provided with a job with enough salary to achieve the objectives of this declaration).


14 Id., Art. 12(2): The steps to be taken by the States Parties to the present Covenant to achieve the full realization of this right shall include those necessary for:(a) The provision for the reduction of the stillbirth-rate and of infant mortality and for the healthy development of the child;(b) The improvement of all aspects of environmental and industrial hygiene;(c) The prevention, treatment and control of epidemic, endemic, occupational and other diseases;(d) The creation of conditions which would assure to all medical service and medical attention in the event of sickness.

15 Jamar, supra note 10, 24.
On the other hand, it can be said, that the wording of Art. 12(2) is more in the nature of a checklist consisting of steps that the State would have to tick off as and when it decides to achieve the full realization of the right. Thus it is up to the State as to when it wishes to recognize this right and to decide as to what extent it wishes to recognize it.\textsuperscript{16} This again has to do with the understanding that it may not be possible to immediately achieve the right to health to its fullest potential firstly perhaps because of the inadequacies of a State’s resources and also perhaps because this standard is subject to change over time.\textsuperscript{17} The Council for Economic and Social Rights has, however, made it clear in its comment that the State has to provide at least essential primary healthcare, in the absence of which it would be prime facie failing to discharge its obligations under the ICESCR.\textsuperscript{18}

Apart from these generic international commitments, India was also part of the important Alma Ata conference of 1978\textsuperscript{19} which had declared as its goal ‘Health for All by 2000 A.D.’\textsuperscript{20} It had specifically talked of the State’s responsibility to ensure the availability of essential primary healthcare.\textsuperscript{21} The Alma Ata Conference is important for our discussion because it explicitly stated that the attainment of health is a fundamental human right. Again it sets as the goal of attainment of the highest possible standard of health, though instead of focussing just on the State, it talks of the need for cooperation between various economic and social sectors and not just the health sector.\textsuperscript{22} This seemed to come from an understanding that for the attainment of health, there were various overlapping economic and social conditions necessary.\textsuperscript{23}

Thus on the international forum, although it seems to be now commonly agreed that there exists a right to health, the nature and extent of it that is promised to the individual varies and is left largely to the State’s discretion.

\textsuperscript{16} Jamar, \textit{supra} note 10, 23.
\textsuperscript{17} Jamar, \textit{supra} note 10, 26, 34, 35.
\textsuperscript{18} Jamar, \textit{supra} note 10, 42.
\textsuperscript{22} Declaration of Alma-Ata, \textit{supra} note 19: The Conference strongly reaffirms that health, which is a state of complete physical, mental and social wellbeing, and not merely the absence of disease or infirmity, is a fundamental human right and that the attainment of the highest possible level of health is a most important world-wide social goal whose realization requires the action of many other social and economic sectors in addition to the health sector.
\textsuperscript{23} David A. Tejada de Rivero, \textit{Alma-Ata Revisited}, available at http://www.paho.org/english/DD/PIN/Number17_article1_4.htm (Last visited on March 1, 2010).
B. RIGHT TO HEALTH IN INDIA

In India, the judiciary has interpreted the constitutional provisions in a manner as to empower the people with the fundamental right to health. Public health had been bundled up as part of other State duties such as providing standards of living, nutrition etc. under Art. 47 of the Directive Principles of State Policy (‘DPSPs’). It is noteworthy that Art. 47 counts improving public health as one of State’s primary duties, however, the right to health could only be substantially fleshed out when the court began reading Art. 21 progressively. Ever since the landmark judgment of the Supreme Court in the *Maneka Gandhi v. Union of India*, Art. 21 has come a long way from being interpreted in a narrow manner by which only procedural irregularities could be combated, to its present broad and expansive ambit which has been evoked to protect the life and liberty of the individual time and again. Courts have progressively interpreted the right to life under Art. 21 as being a right to live with human dignity and not a state of mere animal existence.

In cases such as *Paschim Bangal Khet Mazdoor Society v. State of West Bengal* there is a straightforward understanding that denial of treatment facilities would lead to the denial of life under Art. 21. The court therefore held:

“Article 21 imposes an obligation on the State to safeguard the right to life of every person. Preservation of human life is thus of paramount importance. The government hospitals run by the State and the medical officers employed therein are duty bound to extend medical assistance for preserving human life. Failure on the part of the government hospital to provide timely medical treatment to a person in need of such treatment results in violation of his right to life guaranteed under Article 21.”

Furthermore, courts have also stressed on the State’s welfare duties as being complementary with the individual’s fundamental rights. In

---


25 K. Mathiharan, *The Fundamental Right To Health Care*, available at http://www.issuesinmedicalethics.org/114hl123.html (Last visited on March 11, 2010); See also Kharak Singh v. State of Uttar Pradesh, AIR 1963 SC 1295: (1963) 2 Cri LJ 329: [1964] 1 SCR 332. (Subba Rao J. in *Kharak Singh* had quoted the following passage from the judgment of Field J. in *Munn v. Illinois*, 94 US 113 (1876) to emphasize the quality of life covered by Art. 21: “By the term ‘life’ as here used something more is meant than mere animal existence”. This famous quotation has become a staple ingredient when interpreting right to life under Art. 21).

Bandhua Mukti Morcha v. Union of India, the Court opined that Art. 21 derives its life breath from the DPSPs and in the narrow issue of worker rights held that at least it must include the protection of health of the workers and the children. Thus understanding that the individuals are entitled to live with dignity and the State, as a welfare state, has a duty to provide the conditions necessary for such a life has played an important role in moulding of a right to health in India.

The reading together of Arts. 47 and 21, has led to further development of right to health. The Court thus held in Vincet Panikurlangara v. Union of India that “attending to public health, … is of high priority- perhaps the one at the top.” Furthermore, in State of Punjab v. Ram Lubhaya Bagga, it has been held that:

“… to secure protection of one’s life is one of the foremost obligation of the State, it is not merely a right enshrined under Article 21 but an obligation cast on the State to provide this both under Article 21 and under Article 47 of the Constitution. The obligation includes improvement of public health as its primary duty.”

The Court has also crucially highlighted that lack of resources will not be an excuse for providing adequate healthcare. In Paschim Bangal Khet Mazdoor Society v. State of West Bengal, while detailing the facilities that should be made available at primary and district health levels, it was pointed out that:

“It is no doubt true that financial resources are needed for providing these facilities. But at the same time it cannot be ignored that it is the Constitutional obligation of the State to provide adequate medical services to the people. Whatever is necessary for this purpose has to be done.”

---

28 Id. (“This right to live with human dignity enshrined in Art. 21 derives its life breath from the Directive Principles of State Policy and particularly clauses (e) and (f) of Arts. 39, 41 and 42 and at the least, therefore, it must include protection of the health and strength of workers men and women, and of the tender age of children against abuse, opportunities and facilities for children to develop in a healthy manner.”).
32 Supra note 26.
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Though the judiciary has thus accepted the fundamental right of the individual to health and has called upon the State to do all that is necessary to ensure this right, the ground reality of healthcare facilities in India, especially the rural sector leaves much to be desired.

C. RIGHT TO HEALTH IN REALITY WITH REFERENCE TO THE RURAL SECTOR

Western medicine was introduced in the country largely to cater to the colonial settlers and their sepoys in the army. While elite India had the options of availing benefits of western medicine, the Indian masses were left to be catered to by the indigenous system and its practitioners. The vast majority of the rural population had no opportunity of coming into daily or even an occasional contact with ‘qualified’ medical practitioners. For the same, the British Government introduced the licentiate form of medical practice in the country. This Licentiate Medical Practitioner (‘LMP’) course was for three to four years, often in the vernacular and geared to general practice in small towns and rural areas, so as to ensure that the rural population had an access to the minimum standard of healthcare services.

Even before independence, the issue of the dilapidated status of rural healthcare system in the country was tabled at national forums. The Committee for National Health, chaired by Col. Santok Singh was constituted by the National Planning Committee of the Indian National Congress in 1938. The Santok Committee submitted a report reflecting the pathetic status of medical facilities and infrastructure in large parts of the country, and recommended the constitution of a single State agency to ensure the availability of health facilities and medical services to all.

In 1946, the Committee constituted under the chairmanship of Sir Joseph Bhore (the Bhore Committee) published a report that transformed the healthcare system of the country. The report laid emphasis on integration of remedial and precautionary medicine at all levels and presented constructive proposals for restructuring of health services in India. One of the recommendations in the report was the decentralization of health services with a three-tier system: keeping district as the coordinating unit, the sub-division as the unit of specialization and the primary level (the village) serving as the nucleus

34 Id.
36 Gill, note 33, 4.
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for efforts of integration of preventive and curative health services. It also suggested the participation of community in ensuring the availability of health services to all. This was to be done by training voluntary workers, who would be known as the Community Health Workers (‘CHW’) selected by the medical officer and approved by the people of the region. The practice, however, could not survive the lack of organization in the system and gradually faded away.38 One of the much critiqued recommendations of the Bhore Committee was the call for abolishing the LMP degree. The committee based the recommendation on the popular European traditional belief in the need for uniformity in education and therefore recommended standardization of medical education by a rigorous degree of five-and-a half years. This was an attempt to dissolve the divide between medical practitioners and do away with the indigenous systems of medicine as the indigenous system was then considered to be “static in conception and practice.”39

The Government’s first organized endeavour of restructuring the rural health system in the country was reflected in the first five year plan (1951-56). Although, for want of monetary resources, it could not elevate the standard of rural health services to laudable heights, it did contribute significantly by establishing public health centres (‘PHC’) ensuring community participation in rural healthcare. In the subsequent five-year plans, the focus shifted from rural health to broad-based health objectives of family planning, epidemic-prevention and vaccination and the peripheral objectives regarding improvement of infrastructure in rural healthcare services were theoretical and not reflected in reality.

The last decade witnessed a renaissance, when the Government efforts saw a shift from hollow utopian objectives to a pragmatic approach of ensuring minimum standard of health services to rural India. The comparison between urban and rural areas show that urban areas have 4.48 hospitals, 6.16 dispensaries and 308 beds per 100,000 urban population in sharp contrast to rural areas which have 0.77 hospitals, 1.37 dispensaries, 3.2 PHCs and 44 beds per 100,000 rural population.40 The National Health Policy introduced by the UPA Government in 2002, unlike its unsuccessful predecessor of 1983, had as its principal objective, the removal of this disparity and “evolving a policy structure that allowed the disadvantaged sections of society a fairer access to public health services”.41

38 Gill, supra note 33, 5.
One of the significant objectives of the NHP was to increase the national expenditure on public health to 2 percent of the GDP. The NHP, 2002 and subsequently the flagship programme of the Government in the form of the National Rural Health Mission (‘NRHM’) in 2005 reflected the intentions of the Government to implement the bottom-top approach to ensure that the primary health sector was equipped with minimum facilities and achieve an acceptable standard of good health among the general population of the country.

The NRHM aimed at bridging the gaping disparity between facilities available in rural and urban areas. It asserted the role of the PHCs as the pivotal centres of distribution and regulation of medical services for attainment of the broader objective of decentralized planning, with close participation by the community. The mission aimed to enhance and encourage community participation through Accredited Social Health Activists (‘ASHA’). ASHA were women from the village with a minimum educational qualification of standard VIII, selected by the Gram Sabha and approved by the community. ASHAs were to be accountable to the Panchayat and the villagers at all times and their presence was aimed to ensure the much-required linkage between the residents and providers of the medical services in rural areas.

ASHA envisaged by the NRHM gives a sense of déjà vu, taking one back to the late forties, when the Bhore Committee report was published. As mentioned earlier, the Bhore report recommended participation by community through the training of volunteer workers from the region. The idea failed then for want of an efficient organization and accountability mechanism. The ASHA scheme too, though projected as the poster boy of the mission has been bogged down by red-tape and inefficiency. In some states ASHAs have also been over-burdened with work. The demand for permanent employment, lack of monetary incentives and delay in payments are other issues that are likely to derail this scheme. The NRHM in its mission statement envisaged ensuring and improving “the availability of and access to quality healthcare by people,
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43 Bebabar Banerjee, Politics of Rural Health In India, Vol. 4 No. 30 Economic and Political Weekly 3257 (2005).
46 Id.
48 Debroy, supra note 45.
49 Gill, supra note 33.
50 Debroy, supra note 45.
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especially for those residing in rural areas, the poor, women and children” by 2012.\textsuperscript{51} The Government in its effort to keep up with the NRHM mission statement, allocated in the 2010-2011 budget a whopping Rs. 22,300 crores to rural healthcare sector from Rs. 19,534 crores during the previous fiscal year\textsuperscript{52} ensuring that the flagship mission does not suffer from want of monetary support.

This flow of funds, however, cannot veil the shortcomings of the mission. Despite the laudable contribution of NRHM in terms of ensuring grassroot-level participation in regulating and imparting healthcare services in rural areas, the fact that rural health problems are not confined to maternity and childcare, cannot be ignored.\textsuperscript{53} The absence of resident doctors in villages increases the vulnerability of rural India to diseases and ailments which need expert medical care.\textsuperscript{54}

Sixty years of organized Government efforts have not contributed much in terms of reducing the gap between the standard of health services provided in rural and urban India.\textsuperscript{55} What cannot be ignored is the fact that any discussion about the quality and standard of medical services in rural parts of India seems hyperbolic as quality cannot be assessed or expected in the absence of the very minimum health facilities.

Recently, discussions over the Government proposing a one year compulsory rural medical internship for medical graduates to secure eligibility for enrolment into the post-graduate programme have gained momentum in political and academic circles. The next section of this paper traces the history of this compulsory medical internship and illuminates the arguments raised by the Government as well as the medicos, critiquing the former’s lack of foresight and the latter’s ambivalent stance on rural internships.

III. COMPULSORY RURAL MEDICAL SERVICE

The Government in the 11\textsuperscript{th} five year plan (2007-12) affirmed the critical shortage of doctors, poor working conditions, inadequate incentives available to doctors and health personals and the low utilization of the already meager facilities available in Government hospitals as potential causes


\textsuperscript{55} GILL, \textit{supra} note 33.
of failure of NRHM. The problem of shortage of doctors was aggravated by the absenteeism of doctors commissioned at PHCs in rural areas. Urgent measures had to be taken to ensure the minimum health services to these rural citizens. It was for this purpose that the Ministry of Health, under the umbrella of NRHM, approved in July, 2007 the proposal of compulsory rural medical internship for medical graduates from government as well as private colleges. The internship was a prerequisite for obtaining their MBBS degrees and medical practitioner licenses.

The acceptance of this proposal by the Ministry of Health has, however, been met with much resistance. Medical students across the country participated in organized resistance campaigns and blanket boycott of classes in protest of the idea. Fast unto deaths were undertaken and rallies and demonstrations by students were carried out opposing it. The students denounced the scheme as they felt that the idea of compulsory internship was politically motivated and the Government had launched this stop gap arrangement of compulsory internship for medical students in order to save face in front of its vote bank as it was no where even close to giving them what was promised at the launch of NRHM in 2005. The then Minister of Health, Dr. Anbumani Ramadoss vehemently denied the allegations and constituted the Sambasiva Rao Committee to look into feasibility of the proposal in the light of grievances of the students and suggest plausible modifications if any. This committee was, however, considered to be a “mere eyewash” by medical students as allegedly even before the committee could finish surveying the target-group and formulate recommendations, the Minister announced that the bill was to be presented in the next session of the Parliament.

---

56 Appu, supra note 1.
59 Id.
62 The Hindu, supra note 60.
63 NRHM, supra note 51.
65 The Hindu, supra note 60.
Despite the fact that the central bill was not presented in the Parliament due to substantial resistance from the medical community,\textsuperscript{67} many states \textit{suo motu} took up the proposal and enacted legislations implementing the same. While some states like Kerala accepted the proposal with minor modifications,\textsuperscript{68} states like Tamil Nadu introduced it with substantial amendments such as the fact that it provided for an incentive of extra marks in the post-graduate entrance examination to students who had completed such one-year rural medical internship.\textsuperscript{69}

The proposal has been widely debated both in political and academic forums and there are essentially two perspectives to this scheme. These have been discussed in detail below.

\textbf{A. GOVERNMENT’S PERSPECTIVE}

Access to basic health is an integral part of right to live with human dignity and hence this is secured for all citizens by the Constitution.\textsuperscript{70} Also, Art. 47 of the Constitution lays on the Government the duty of improving health of all in the country. The Government, to fulfill these obligations as well as to achieve the targets of NRHM, introduced the compulsory rural internship aiming to ensure the presence of doctors in the PHCs for providing rural India the basic standard of healthcare.

The Government justified this action on the ground that crores were being spent subsidizing education for students of medicine in government colleges.\textsuperscript{71} For students availing the subsidized education, serving the poor rural areas was a way to give back to the nation as well as the society their due.\textsuperscript{72} This argument was supplemented with the idea that such internships would provide students the opportunity to understand the socio-clinical nuances of medicine.\textsuperscript{73} As far as the increase in the duration of the education term from five and a half years to six and a half years after the introduction of this internship was

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{67} Times News Network, \textit{Rural postings bill not in coming Parliament session: Ramadoss, THE TIMES OF INDIA (Chennai) November 17, 2007.}
  \item \textsuperscript{69} The Hindu, \textit{Do not make Service in Rural Areas Compulsory, THE HINDU (Madurai) November 18, 2007.}
  \item \textsuperscript{70} Mathiharan, \textit{supra} note 25.
  \item \textsuperscript{71} Thakore, \textit{supra} note 66.
  \item \textsuperscript{73} Interview of Dr. Abhijit Das, Director of Centre For Health and Social Justice, by Sagarika Ghose on Face the Nation, IBN-CNN (December 4, 2007), available at http://ibnlive.in.com/news/rural-stint-for-docs-is-it-forced-philanthropy/53549-3-single.html (Last visited on March 7, 2010).
\end{itemize}
concerned, the government contended that this additional year would only add to their practical experience which was an integral requirement of the course.

Thus, the Ministry of Health considered it to be an efficient means of answering the need of the hour by ensuring presence of resident interns in PHCs which were ignored by senior doctors for their private practice.\textsuperscript{74}

**B. STUDENTS’ PERSPECTIVE**

As mentioned earlier, the proposal was tabled in the Ministry of Health with the idea of ensuring the availability of nearly 30,000 doctors to rural areas every year.\textsuperscript{75} Even though the purpose behind the idea seems genuine, the students found it unrealistic and inefficient.

As the very root of the issue was absenteeism of senior doctors commissioned in rural areas from their PHCs; medicos contended that being fresh out of college, they were not experienced enough to utilize the extremely limited resources available in the PHCs in the best efficient ways or deal with unexpected medical emergency without supervision of a senior doctor.\textsuperscript{76} This would result in putting the life of villagers in jeopardy by entrusting them in the hands of unsupervised novices besides resulting in inefficient use of the available resources- both human and infrastructural as the senior doctors who were paid to do the same would escape with their absenteeism.\textsuperscript{77} Besides that, unsatisfactory working conditions in PHCs, lack of adequate staff and equipment, and living environment in rural areas would add to the students’ woes.\textsuperscript{78}

They argued that such a mandate would increase their already lengthy education term to six and a half years which would subsequently defer the possibility of pursuing higher education and establishing their careers.\textsuperscript{79} They supported their resistance to this proposal by highlighting the fact that firstly, the incentives in these compulsory postings were negligible\textsuperscript{80} as the students were to be considered temporary employees entitled to stipends and not salaries. This meant that the interns were to receive much less remuneration than doctors for the same amount of work. Secondly, while they were subjected

\textsuperscript{74} Planning Commission, supra note 57.


\textsuperscript{76} India Edunews, One Year Rural Posting Must Before PG Course, July 23, 2009, available at http://www.indiaedunews.net/Maharashtra/One_year_rural_posting_must_before_PG_course_8835/ (Last visited on March 4, 2010).

\textsuperscript{77} K.S. Jacob, Rural Health: To Tinker or Transform, The Hindu (Chennai) March 11, 2010.


\textsuperscript{79} The Hindu, supra note 60.

\textsuperscript{80} The Hindu, supra note 69.
to such a mandate in lieu of subsidized education in government colleges, their counterparts in other government colleges for engineering, management etc. did not have to face any such situation. Even medical students in private institutes, receiving subsidized education under government reservation-quota policies were excluded from the proposal. The students raised the contention that such a practice was discriminatory and hence violative of their right to equality. They also argued that this mandatory internship was an infringement of their right to freedom of trade and profession as they were being compelled to work without adequate incentives.

C. ANALYSIS OF THE SCHEME

The students found the idea of mandating this service in conflict with the idea of ethical responsibility as in a way, they were being compelled by the Government to be driven by their ethics and serve the society. As pointed out by former Health Minister Dr. Anbumani Ramados, however, Malaysia and Singapore had a similar scheme to meet the shortage of doctors in rural areas.\footnote{Jacob, supra note 77.} Although drawing parallels between those countries and India does not justify the Government’s action, it does support the fact that it is every State’s responsibility to cater to the health needs of the citizens and mandating internships to ensure the availability of workforce is an instance of the same effort. The students may be right in considering this as an impediment to their careers as private practitioners but the scheme meant for increasing access to health services in rural India cannot be discarded simply for private gain. Another question that arises is whether this proposal was merely meant to be a politically motivated makeshift arrangement- to superficially cog the gaping holes in the institution of dispensing fundamental health services or is it a genuine attempt to ensure at least a phantom presence of doctors in PHCs by mandating the service of interns. If one considers the expert opinion on the subject, the odds tip in favour of the students as inexperienced students are hardly capable of handling the responsibility of taking care of the lives of thousands of people in such rural areas, who are dependent on PHCs as their primary sources for healthcare.\footnote{India Edunews, supra note 76.} Critics of this stance, however, connote this as the students’ attempt to evade their social responsibility towards citizens in order to complete their post-graduation and thereafter indulge in a lucrative private practice.\footnote{Supra note 73.}

The introduction of mandatory rural internships for medicos was spurred by the absenteeism of senior doctors commissioned in the PHCs. The reality was that senior professionals stayed away from PHCs as more often than not they were lured by the chance of a cushiony private practice in a city where they could avail the luxuries of life.\footnote{Debroy, supra note 45.} The dilapidated infrastructure of

\footnote{Jacob, supra note 77.\footnote{India Edunews, supra note 76.\footnote{Supra note 73.\footnote{Debroy, supra note 45.}}}}
the PHCs and the absence of the bare necessities of life like electricity and water supply let alone the presence of intellectual dialogue resulted into a discouraging environment for the professionals. The situation is likely to be worse for graduates fresh out of college after five and a half years of rigorous professional training. The idea that they would be paid a monthly stipend of approximately Rs. 8,000\(^{85}\) is hardly an incentive for quitting the prospect of a post-graduation or private practice for or even for merely leaving their comfortable lives in cities. Quoting Meenakshi Gautam v. Union of India, a recent PIL filed before the Delhi High Court, which seeks directions to improve the rural healthcare:\(^{86}\)

“Socially, a rural posting can be excruciatingly isolating and working conditions quite challenging for someone who has spent long years acquiring knowledge and skills in an urban medical institution. In the words of a medical intern- Doctors are extremely reluctant to be posted at PHCs for it is literally a professional dead end. There is a fear of sophisticated skills becoming rusty. Also a fear of an academic fade-out due to absence of the stimulating atmosphere that one finds in city hospitals and urban practice.”

Certain state governments, however, consider these internships to be an efficient means to meet the immediate demands of healthcare and hence have introduced it either as mandatory service for obtaining the MBBS degree or as an incentive for extra weightage in post-graduate exams.\(^{87}\) The student community, however, felt that the scheme was introduced when the Government realized it could not exercise its power over senior practitioners. It thereafter exercised its authority over the students.

In states where such internships were made mandatory, students have resorted to filling the coffers of middle-men to wriggle out from them. Power exhibits and the pull of money therefore have already crept into the system much to its detriment. As far as compulsory service for extra marks in the post-graduation exam are concerned, more often than not the PHCs are graced by half-hearted interns buried in their books in preparation for the PG exams, demonstrating minimal signs of concern for the people.\(^{88}\)

Despite all this, the Government insists on carrying on with the proposal. The Government’s arguments of such service being a return for the heavily subsidized medical education in government colleges as well as of

---


\(^{86}\) Meenakshi Gautham (Dr.) v. Union of India, Writ Petition (Civil) No. 13208 of 2009 decided on 10-11-2010 (Del).
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social responsibility compels us to examine them by subjecting them to the test of equality. As per the various state enactments on the proposal, private colleges are excluded from such compulsory internships as their inclusion cannot be justified by the subsidized education argument. This fact can be treated as a possible ground of violation of the right to equality by raising the question of students in the reservation category in private institutions. After the 93rd Amendment Act, up to 50 percent of seats in these private institutions could be encroached upon by the Government mandate of providing reservation for upliftment of socially and educationally backward classes. Such students by virtue of being in private institutes do not have to undergo this compulsory internship like their counterparts in government colleges even though they pay a subsidized fee. This is a violation of right to being treated equally in relation to students of government colleges.

Also, excluding private institutes raises reservations over and above the social responsibility and medical ethics of the students making us reflect upon the question as to whether such social responsibility has a direct nexus with the amount of fee paid by the student as only students from government colleges are being subjected to it, unlike their equivalents in private medical institutions.

Nevertheless, the Government insists on continuing such internships, even while pressing issues of providing infrastructure or incentives for permanent doctors remains waylaid. One wonders if this stance of the State can be attributed to the fact that the burden on the State coffer will multiply with the commissioning of permanent resident doctors in rural areas who would be paid nearly seven times more than an intern with a monthly stipend less than Rs. 8,000. Also, since interns are temporary employees, such an arrangement can save the Government the hassle of endowing permanent service benefits to the doctors to be commissioned in the PHCs. Unfortunately, there exists little academic proof to supplement this argument as it is voiced by disgruntled medicos who consider this exercise futile- a burden on them as well as state resources.

Despite nearly two years of debates on the issue, there are unanswered questions which linger, attacking the fundamentals on which the proposal has been shaped.

89 The 93rd Amendment Act, 2005 added to the Constitution Art. 15(5) which read: “Nothing in this article or in sub-clause (g) of Clause (1) of Article 19 shall prevent the state from making any special provision, by law, for the advancement of any socially and educationally backward classes of citizens or for the Scheduled Castes or the Scheduled Tribes insofar as such special provisions relate to their admission to educational institutions including private educational institutions, whether aided or unaided by the state, other than the minority educational institutions referred to in clause (1) of Article 30.”

90 Supra note 33.
The compulsory medical rural internship seems to be a stop gap arrangement to ensure the presence of some semblance of medical practitioners in the public health centres. One has to realize that posting interns and expecting them to double-up as qualified experienced doctors, merely driven by pious ethics of serving the society is both unreasonable and utopian. The end result will be a hollow obligation which will be discharged by students for the sheer want of their practitioners’ licenses or extra marks in post-graduate exams, defeating the very purpose of the exercise which was to ensure the minimum standards of healthcare in rural areas.

Considering the deplorable state of healthcare in rural areas, however, the Government cannot turn a blind eye to the issue and sit back with the status quo. Lately the political and academic scenes have witnessed strenuous efforts to seek the long-term solution of this problem in the new proposed BRMS scheme. The next section of the paper attempts to examine the feasibility of the BRMS, by bringing out the pros and cons associated with the same.

IV. BRMS: ARE RURAL DOCTORS THE ANSWER?

Even as the CRMS scheme continues to fill newsreels, a new scheme which is in pipeline and creating equal furore is the 3-4 year medical course geared for the rural sector, which would confer on its successful graduates a Bachelor of Rural Medicine and Surgery (BRMS). According to the proposal put forward by the MCI, the course will be conducted in district hospitals and Community Health Centres (CHCs) for students from the rural areas, and after the completion of this short term course (which will stretch to 4 years at best) they will be eligible to serve only in the rural areas of their states.

The scheme seems at the first instance a throwback to the LMP scheme which existed in pre-independence India and which the Bhore Committee recommended be abolished. And yet, almost 60 years after it was abolished, the scheme is being revived in its new avatar. Understanding the reasons for this and the protest against it might go a long way in addressing the question of what we mean by right to health in India especially in regard to its large rural populace.
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A. REASONS FOR THE INTRODUCTION OF BRMS

1. The Urban-Rural Divide

As already discussed, there exists a wide disparity in the health facilities available in the urban and rural areas. While there are 62.5 qualified doctors per 1,00,000 of the population in India, in the rural areas the figure is only 5 per 1, 00,000 of the population. In the CHCs, about 59.4 percent of surgeons, 45 percent of gynaecologists, 61.1 percent of physicians and 53.8 percent of paediatrician posts are found to be vacant. Again only 31.9 percent of all government hospital beds are available in rural areas as compared to 68.1 percent for urban population. This lack of manpower was one of the main grounds on which the Bhore Committee’s recommendation to abolish the licentiate system has been critiqued. Even among the committee members, there was dissent against this recommendation as it was felt that in the face of the shortage, India should try to provide for healthcare by any means possible. The Basic Doctor of the Bhore Committee would not be available for a large section of the Indian population and they felt that “public health over the remaining four-fifths to one-half of the country… will atrophy. There will be no personnel like the licentiates even to help the regions and institutions which will come under neglect.” This warning could not have proved more potent with the increasing burgeoning population of India and the widening chasm between rural and urban healthcare. It is this urban-rural disparity that is sought to be addressed by the BRMS schemes as former MCI President Ketan Desai said: “The idea of BRMS is to get students from rural areas willing to work in their hometowns rather than try getting doctors who don’t want to live or work in villages.”

2. The Shortage of Practical Healthcare

In Dr. Meenakshi Gautham v. Union of India an interesting observation is made about the nature of the medical education that is provided today. According to the PIL the long and expensive MBBS degree “does not
even equip them [the doctors] to treat common medical problems or perform common basic tasks like finding a vein to draw blood, diagnosing common diseases or preventive care such as immunization, but provides them with academic information at the cost of clinical skills.”

This is because the MBBS degree is geared towards providing advanced medical care which is dependent on technology and tests while 80 percent of healthcare needs require primary healthcare which involve hands on skills. These needs therefore do not require (and as the PIL argues they cannot be met by) the highly qualified practitioners churned out by the MBBS course. It is therefore possible to have a 3-4 year course specifically geared to meet the primary needs of rural healthcare.

3. Embracing Locals & Eliminating Quacks

Even though according to §15(2)(b) of the Indian Medical Council Act, 1956 no person other than a medical practitioner enrolled in a State Medical Register, can practice medicine in any State which means that only medical graduates of the 5 year medical course can practice allopathic medicine, the ground reality differs greatly. In a study conducted in rural Uttar Pradesh in 1995 only 3 percent of medical practitioners were MBBS graduates while 68 percent of them had no training in any form of medicine. It has, however, been found that over 75 percent practiced modern medicine. These are the ‘quack’ doctors that have flourished due to the in built deficiencies of India’s health and planning programs.

It is important to remember, however, that it is not just the lack of health practitioners or quality healthcare that the Government has failed to provide but also the fact that these quack doctors have one key advantage in the rural sector, because they are usually local individuals a part of the village etc., they are not only more accessible, usually more affordable but also more acceptable to the local people. Thus in providing primary healthcare they have some basic qualifications that are indigenous due to their place of origin. This is the very resource that the BRMS scheme would seek to tap in. By providing trained local practitioners, the quacks reach would be lessened. Essentially it would use the understanding that a local health provider would have a better reach, and to ensure that healthcare provided is on par, they would be given the essential training.
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The PIL filed before the Delhi High Court highlights these points even as it asks the Court to give directions for upholding the fundamental right to health, guaranteed under Art. 21 of the Constitution of India (and supplemented by the duty ascribed to the state under Art. 47 to maintain health) and which has been denied to large swathes of the Indian population. This denial, it argues, is stark when one considers the healthcare facilities available in rural and remote areas vis-à-vis urban areas, which is a violation of the right to equality under Art. 14. The PIL calls for the amendment of §15(2)(b) of the IMC and concurrent introduction of the 3 year course as a viable solution for meeting healthcare needs in rural India. In its own words it feels that the BRMS would be most effective as:

“The irony is that for rendering primary medical care it is not necessary to go through this long and expensive medical course for six years. In fact, an intermediate duration course for three years can easily be devised which can adequately train and equip a person to render primary medical care. Such a course would enable the training and licensing of a much larger number of medical professionals who would be able to take care of the vast majority of the medical needs of the common people of the country.”

B. ANALYSIS OF THIS SCHEME

This scheme, however, has been met with some criticism and many have denounced the scheme as a stop gap measure which is likely to push back healthcare reforms. According to Ashok Adhav, national president of the IMA “Factors like paucity of doctors, low doctor-population ratio (1.62 per 10,000 only), absence of doctors, lack of infrastructure facilities contribute to the absence of proper healthcare in rural areas. But this situation cannot be corrected by compromised health workers in the name of BRMS.”

Much of the criticism has been based on the argument that the scheme is likely to create half baked doctors. In the intervention, filed by an NGO named People for Better Treatment, it is argued, based on the Supreme Court’s words in Medical Council of India v. State of Karnataka\(^\text{108}\) that a medical student has to be trained in such a manner that when he graduates, he is perfectly capable to handle the medical practice.\(^\text{109}\) The BRMS course is unlikely

\(^{107}\) Umesh Isalkar, Meeting to Discuss Planned Shorter Medical Degree, THE TIMES OF INDIA (Pune) January 31, 2010.


\(^{109}\) Id. (“A medical student requires gruelling study and that can be done only if proper facilities are available in a medical college and hospital attached to it has to be well equipped and teaching faculty and doctors have to be competent enough that when a medical student comes out
to produce this desired effect as it is felt that the sharply truncated proposed medical course of three or four years could never fully impart such capability unto a person.\textsuperscript{110} This in turn would lead to two cadres of health professionals—the better qualified serving the urban sectors, while the lesser qualified being reserved for the rural areas.\textsuperscript{111} It was argued that this would be in violation of the Right to Equality envisaged under Art. 14 of the Constitution as the rural population will not have access to the same medical services as their urban counterparts. Furthermore, this being a short term measure, it would be ineffective to treat the deficiencies in the rural health sector. Such measures as the LMP had been abolished for the reason that it was felt that only by the 5-6 year course could the necessary expertise be obtained by a doctor so as to provide adequate healthcare. It would increase the incidents of quackery and would in essence be a denial of right to health under Art. 21 of the rural people.

The proponents of this policy, however, are quick to point out that the BRMS scheme is not meant to replace the MBBS doctors in the villages.\textsuperscript{112} As Gulam Nabi Azad, while defending the BRMS scheme had to say: “It is not our case to shirk away from our responsibility of having trained doctors but idealism needs to be tempered with reality... the existing situation prevailing in rural areas is compelling us to look beyond current solutions.”\textsuperscript{113}

Furthermore, the Supreme Court’s comments in the Medical Council of India v. State of Karnataka case must be taken in their context which had to do with increasing the number of seats in the medical course against regulations.\textsuperscript{114}

Furthermore as has been suggested by the Task Force on Medical Education for the NRHM, medical services should be operated on three levels: firstly primary healthcare services should be provided by short course health practitioners, secondly graduate MBBS doctors should deal with balance of the medical conditions as well as the more complicated cases of the first category, and thirdly specialist with post graduation qualifications should engage with


\textsuperscript{113} Szubha, \textit{supra} note 3.
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cases requiring expertise.\textsuperscript{115} The BRMS scheme is also already under consideration with a subcommittee of the MCI and is to be formulated in a manner so that its graduates are quite capable of handle primary healthcare needs and there is adequate supervision and monitoring. For instance, with a view to increase their training period it has already been decided to increase their training period from 3 to 4 years. Further, for supervision and monitoring states are likely to pass special laws such as the proposed bill in West Bengal - The West Bengal Rural Health Regulatory Authority Bill, 2009.\textsuperscript{116} Thus, the operation of a three level health system with the requisite regulatory controls would not result in a twin track health system wherein the urban and rural population are subjected to unequal standard of medical services.\textsuperscript{117} Thus as the scheme is not meant to replace the MBBS doctors in the villages and instead is aimed at giving the rural population better healthcare it cannot be held to be in violation of Arts. 14 and 21.

This is not to project the BRMS as the panacea to rural health problems. When compared with the CRMS scheme, however, the BRMS scheme seems to have several advantages. Firstly it would be easier to find local youth who would be interested in working in their own villages rather than importing the MBBS graduates who are clearly unwilling to work in the villages. It is of course open to debate as to how devoted the enlisted doctors in the former scheme are likely to be considering they view it as a form of compulsory medical conscription. Furthermore the BRMS scheme may prove more beneficial to the rural society than the CRMS. Both schemes are essentially seen as temporary solutions but the BRMS scheme is likely to provide more regularity and gain more acceptance with the rural people. A doctor under the CRMS is likely to serve in a scheme of rotation for barely a year at best. Patients therefore will be treated by a different set of these medical graduates every time and the doctor-patient relationship is unlikely to develop. The concept of the ‘family doctor’ is more likely to be met by a rural health practitioner who would be a more or less permanent fixture in the area he serves. It is possible for such a health practitioner to gain experience and further training over time, while the


\textsuperscript{116} The West Bengal Rural Health Regulatory Authority Bill, 2009, available at http://www.wb-health.gov.in/notice/let_to_aso.pdf (Last visited on March 12, 2010) (The Bill provides for setting up a Rural Health Regulatory Authority which would be responsible for: “(b) to maintain State Register of Rural Health Practitioners; (e) to reprimand a Rural Health Practitioner, to suspend or remove the name from the State Register of Rural Health Practitioner or to take such other disciplinary actions against him as may in the opinion of the Authority be necessary or expedient.” Further the rural health practitioner area of practice and her limitations have been laid down: Every person whose name has been enrolled in the State Register of Rural Health Practitioners … shall be eligible to practice medicine and Rural Health Care in rural areas of the State of West Bengal. Provided that no Rural Health Practitioner shall use the word ‘Doctor’ or ‘Dr.’ before and after his name”).

\textsuperscript{117} Ministry of Health & Family Welfare, supra note 115.
CRMS scheme is only likely to provide a fledgling set of graduates to the rural people every time.

Finally it is quite interesting that the scheme’s main protestors have been doctors and their organisations such as the IMA.\textsuperscript{118} Though these protests seem to have been driven by concern for the health of the rural people, it is important to question whether the real concerns were not closer to home.\textsuperscript{119} Sociologist have questioned many of the regulations and the supposed expertise surrounding professions like medicine and have argued that regulations such as registration not only set out the qualifications for registration but also restrict entry to the profession, thus giving the registered doctors a legally sanctioned monopoly over the profession.\textsuperscript{120} This is not to say that the doctors’ concerns are not genuine, but it is necessary to study schemes such as the BRMS keeping in mind the rural sector’s health needs.

V. CONCLUSION

The right to health is a fundamental right of each and every citizen of India and yet there exists a clear disparity in the availability of health facilities for rural and urban areas. While some feel that the health policies of the Government must be geared towards correcting this disparity, others are clearer on the fact that the rural population must have access to medical resources, even if they are not at least initially at par with the urban areas. The two schemes - one, to have a compulsory internship for medical students and two, to have rural health practitioners - are directed towards this end. As these are essentially short term measures it is necessary to evaluate them not on the basis of whether they correct the urban-rural imbalance but as to which is likely to serve better health needs of rural people in isolation. In this regard, we feel that the scheme for rural health practitioners may be the more efficient for building a bottom up approach to healthcare. It is possible also to supplement these kinds of arrangements with other schemes. One such scheme is that of the twice-a-week health camps in the rural areas where people are notified in advance of the doctors visiting. Such a pattern has been successfully followed in reproductive and child care camps\textsuperscript{121} in various rural regions of the country. Such camps take place on designated days where senior professionals visit the PHCs to examine the patients. This seems a plausible answer to the key problems of infrastructure as well as lack of interests of senior professionals to be resident doctors in PHCs. Introducing short terms measures
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whether it be compulsory rural internships or rural health practitioners must be supplemented by building up side by side infrastructure and human capital in rural areas. Only then will there be a permanent answer to the endemic issue of want of resident doctors in rural areas as envisaged by the NRHM.